Diculoromethane. The PCA is also used to classify group of gas sensor. The system also performs the warning and alarm system when the gas is leak.
I. Introduction
The analysis of air pollution is a commonly required task in our daily life. Since conventional air pollution tools are too expensive and difficult to use, electronic gas sensor systems, called electronic nose (E-nose), have been used in many applications, e.g., in the field of environmental monitoring, industrial monitoring, process and quality control systems [1 ] .
A drawback of the existing electronic nose system is that they ordinarily work offline [2] , [3] . The design of electronic nose depends on physical connectivity of the sensors, relating to the data management, computing management, information management, and knowledge discovery management associated with the sensors and the data they generate and how they can be addressed within an open computing environment [4] . Therefore, the sensor data are collected and recorded using an electronic nose system, and then, statistics Many researchers have been proposed interesting works in electronic nose system such as [7] Independent Component Analysis (ICA) algorithm based on intelligent electronic nose in the mixed gas of feature extraction. ICA algorithm is equivalent to the human brain, with analysis, separation of raw data, which aims to separate the constituents of the gas mixture for quick identification. Electronic Nose to rely on independent component analysis as a multi-channel observation signal processing methods, able to break out the method by optimizing the multi-channel signals in a number of separate components, in the electronic nose signal processing, ICA method can effectively remove because the response to superimposed generated error message. In [8] E-nose has been developed to replace human olfactory and it has been proven useful for food freshness identification and environmental classification [9] . E-nose system should be implemented with wireless system so that signal from isolated locations can be expediently combined and processed at a database server Leilie Pan and Simon X. Yang Gas sensor, which is used in this experiment, shows the structure in Fig. 2 . This gas detection is produced from metal oxide such es SnOz, When this oxide gets the high temperature, oxygen molecule will stick at surface oxide metal as negative change. This courses the electrical potential at the surface with the positive change of outer surface. It shows in Fig.3 (a) . The oxygen molecule creates the electrical potential between oxide metal which will block the electron flow. This increases the sensor resistance. When the example of gas flows in the gas system, it will reduce the oxygen or deoxidizing from the oxide metal as shown in Fig.   3 
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The electronic nose system is shown in Fig. 3 . It consists of 4 sensors. There are solvent vapor (TGS2620), air contaminate (TGS2602), CO (TGS2442) and Halogen (TGS832). Those sensors are selected in order to relate to the | volatile organic compounds of industrial.
,, \^m^} _jx shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . In Fig. 8 , the PCA is also used to classify group of sensor results. 
